
Q1 Dominican Republic Contest

Wednesday June 19th- Sunday June 23rd 2024

● You PLUS a guest

● All Inclusive at resort with transportation provided to/from airport.

● **You are responsible for your own roundtrip flight**

● See link below for resort information:

Breathless Punta Cana Resort & Spa - All Inclusive

Many potential winners and ways to win this amazing trip! Good

luck to all.

https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/dominican-republic/breathless-punta-cana/brepc


Categories

All numbers are based on Net Alp on the EOM P&P Reports for each respective level of production.

Level 1 = Personal Production

Level 2 = Team Production (Used for SA Winner)

Level 3 = Overall Team Production for GA/MGA/RGA

GA/MGA Category’s there are 5 Overall Potential Winners

2 Winners Category 1

2 Winners Category 2

1 Winner Category 3

In each respective category the winner/ticket is for the person/persons with the highest % over 100%

of their baseline for that respective month. If there is no one over 100% of baseline, then no winner.

SA Category

Highest overall Level 2 Net Alp for that month, with a minimum of $10,000 of Level 2.

One potential winner from SA Category.

Veterans

Veteran is any producer contracted 2022 and prior. 2 Potential Winners from Veteran Category.

$12,500 Net alp (Level 1) to get one ticket and $2500 net alp to add another ticket for that month. No

rounding.

Rookies

Rookie is any producer contracted in 2023 and 2024. One potential Winner from Rookie Category.

$10,000 Net Alp (Level 1) to get one ticket and $2,000 net alp to add another ticket for that month. No

rounding.

VIP Boost to SA/GA/MGA

Any manager that has a person qualify as VIP (per HO guidelines) gets an extra $5000 Alp “credit”

towards their baseline alp number based on P&P.

$45,000 Net Alp Number

Anyone who nets $45,000 for Q1 based on 4/1/24 AP&P report automatically wins a spot to the trip.



Rules

- You can qualify in multiple categories, but only win once. If you win one category, your removed

from the other, therefore opening a chance for someone else to win, as long as they hit their

requirements.

- The contest runs for 3 months but is based on monthly performance/tickets for each respective

month.

- All baselines stay the same for the quarter/month. Any demotions/promotions won’t change the

numbers. You stay in the same category from the beginning.

- Any transferred agent’s alp either personal or team will not count towards your alp credits or

baselines.

- Tentative drawing date will be 4/22/24

- Although we use the AP&P reports for the Net Alp, if there is any abnormal NOPRD/NSF/Cancels

(anything that effects NG), etc up until the 4/22/24 drawing that alp can be deducted and

potentially remove a winner from the drawing. Subject to SGA. (Write good alp)

- Please double check your passport to make sure it is valid.

- Winners are not required to go if they choose not to, but there are no substitution or people or

compensation if they choose not to attend.

- Dates/rules can be subject to change if unforeseen circumstances and are subject to the SGA.

Qualifying for the contest entitles one to attend only if he or she is an active American Incomer at
the time the contest is being held. In other words, there is no monetary equivalent related to having
qualified for the contest. No substitutions or transfers are permitted.

Please remember that expenditures for the Qualifier and the Spouse/Guest will be included in
the Qualifier's taxable income for the year.


